Protein Structure and Folding: Functional and Structural Analysis of the Siderophore Synthetase AsbB through Reconstitution of the Petrobactin Biosynthetic Pathway from *Bacillus anthracis*
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Petrobactin, a mixed catechol-carboxylate siderophore, is required for full virulence of Bacillus anthracis, the causative agent of anthrax. The asbABCDEF operon encodes the biosynthetic machinery for this secondary metabolite. Here, we show that the function of five gene products encoded by the asb operon is necessary and sufficient for conversion of endogenous precursors to petrobactin using an in vitro system. In this pathway, the siderophore synthetase AsbB catalyzes formation of amide bonds crucial for petrobactin assembly through use of biosynthetic intermediates, as opposed to primary metabolites, as carboxylate donors. In solving the crystal structure of the B. anthracis siderophore biosynthesis protein B (AsbB), we disclose a three-dimensional model of a nonribosomal peptide synthetase-independent siderophore (NIS) synthetase. Structural characteristics provide new insight into how this bifunctional condensing enzyme can bind and adenylate multiple citrate-containing substrates followed by incorporation of both natural and unnatural polycationic nucleophiles. This activity enables formation of multiple end-stage products leading to final assembly of petrobactin. Subsequent enzymatic assays with the nonribosomal peptide synthetase-like AsbC, AsbD, and AsbE polypeptides show that the alternative products of AsbB are further converted to petrobactin, verifying previously proposed convergent routes to formation of this siderophore. These studies identify potential therapeutic targets to halt deadly infections caused by B. anthracis and other pathogenic bacteria and suggest new avenues for the chemoenzymatic synthesis of novel compounds.

Nearly all organisms on the earth have evolved to use iron as a cofactor in a variety of essential metabolic processes (1). Despite the ubiquity of this metal in biology, the acquisition of free iron from the environment and within the host is hampered by its inaccessibility in ferric complexes. Thus, to obtain necessary levels of iron, cells have developed diverse strategies, one of the most prominent among microbes being the biosynthesis of iron-specific, high-affinity chelators called siderophores (2).

Bacillus anthracis, the causative agent of anthrax and a known bioterrorism agent, is capable of synthesizing two siderophores, bacillibactin and petrobactin (3, 4). Bacillibactin, a catechol-containing trilactone, is generated by a nonribosomal peptide synthetase pathway encoded by the dhb operon (5); however, this metabolite is dispensable during pathogenesis and likely not secreted during an anthrax infection (6–9). Conversely, a second siderophore, petrobactin (Fig. 1A), is essential for virulence within current infection models (6, 10) and has since become a focus of multiple microbiological, genetic, and biochemical studies (3, 7–18, 20). This mixed catechol-carboxylate siderophore was first isolated from the...
Gram-negative marine microbe *Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus* (21). Transcriptional analysis of *B. anthracis* mutants deficient for growth in iron-depleted conditions enabled identification of a pathway responsible for siderophore biosynthesis with enzymatic machinery encoded by the *B. anthracis* siderophore biosynthesis (*asb*) operon and a metabolite identical to the marine-derived siderophore petrobactin (6, 7, 22).

Previous mutagenesis and biochemical studies have shown that products of the polycistronic operon consisting of the six genes *asbABCDE* (Fig. 1B) contribute to assembly of petrobactin in bacteria. Furthermore, petrobactin arises from three simple metabolic precursors; they are the common primary metabolites citric acid and spermidine and the unique subunit 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (3,4-DHBA) (Fig. 1C) (4, 10–14, 17). AsBA is a member of a growing family of gene products referred to as non-ribosomal peptide synthetase-independent siderophore (NIS) synthetases (12, 18, 23). Generally, in a multistep process, NIS synthetases function by binding and adenylating a substrate carboxylate group, thus activating it for condensation with a nucleophilic polyamine or amino alcohol resulting in formation of an amide or ester bond, respectively (24–26).

AsBA can be classified more specifically as a type A NIS synthetase due to its utilization of citrate as a substrate for adenylating. This is followed by condensation with spermidine leading to N8-citryl-spermidine (compound I, Fig. 1C) as a first step in petrobactin biosynthesis (12). AsBB is similar in activity to AsBA but classified as a type C NIS synthetase due to its preference for advanced intermediates in siderophore biosynthesis as substrates including 1 (11, 17). Both AsBA and AsBB incorporate the asymmetric polyamine spermidine from only one (N8) of its two primary amino group termini (Fig. 1C) (12, 17, 18). Currently, the mechanism by which this regioselectivity is achieved is not well understood.

It is significant to note that the dependence of anthrax on petrobactin during host infection results from the iron chelator evading sequestration by the host innate immune protein siderocalin, which is largely capable of neutralizing most other catechol-containing siderophores. More specifically, petrobactin owes this “stealth siderophore” quality to steric hindrance achieved is not well understood.

Among the biochemical pathways involved in iron acquisition, the broadest subcellular distribution of NIS systems (10, 23, 25) indicates that new information about petrobactin biosynthesis and transport will provide insights into these iron acquisition strategies. In this work, we sought to resolve remaining questions about the petrobactin biosynthetic pathway. Individual enzymatic activities were combined to reconstitute siderophore assembly in vitro, thus demonstrating formation of a functional Asb biosynthetic enzyme system. Moreover, determining the crystal structure of AsBB provides the first complete enzymatic and structural characterization of a type C NIS synthetase, with mechanistic insights regarding substrate selection and catalytic activity.

**Experimental Procedures**

Chemical and Reagent Origin—Unless otherwise noted, consumable materials were obtained from Sigma and were of >97% purity. Hydrochloride salts of all polyamines used were either purchased or prepared by titration of stock solutions with HCl to neutral pH.

*B. anthracis* Strains and Culture Conditions—Targeted mutants of *B. anthracis* Sterne 34F2 were prepared by the allelic exchange method described by Lee et al. in 2007 (11). ΔasBB spores were germinated overnight in brain-heart infusion broth at room temperature with shaking. After 16–18 h, vegetative bacilli were diluted 1:100 in brain-heart infusion broth and grown 1–2 h to allow cells to enter log phase. Actively growing bacilli were pelleted by centrifugation at 1600 × g for 20 min at 25 °C and then washed 5× with iron-depleted medium (6) to ensure removal of nutrients and potential iron sources carried over from brain-heart infusion. Washed bacteria were then used to inoculate 0.5-liter cultures of iron-depleted medium in 2-liter polyethylene flasks at an *A*$_{600nm}$ = 0.05. These were grown overnight (16–18 h) at 37 °C with shaking. Vegetative bacilli were removed from the culture supernatant using a 0.22-μm vacuum filtration apparatus (Corning Glass). Catechol presence in the medium was determined using the Arnow assay (32) before metabolite extraction.

**Gene Cloning, Expression, and Protein Purification for Enzymology**—Supplemental information for expression strain, plasmid, and cloning information is provided in supplementary Table 1. Constructs for the expression of AsBB residue replacement mutant enzymes were produced using protocols provided with the QuikChange (Stratagene) site-directed mutagenesis.

---

The abbreviations used are: 3,4-DHBA, 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid; NIS, nonribosomal peptide synthetase-independent siderophore; ddH$_2$O, double-deionized water; MESG, 2-amino-6-mercapto-7-methylpurine ribonucleoside.
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kit. The addition of 2.5 μl of DMSO to 50 μl of PCR reactions was required in some instances. Cloning and mutagenesis was confirmed by sequencing (UM DNA Sequencing Core).

To isolate protein for enzymatic analysis, “Z-competent” (Zymo Labs) BLR (Novagen) Escherichia coli (DE3) cells were transformed individually with respective asb gene-containing plasmids. 5-ml overnight Miller modified lysogeny broth (LB) cultures were used to inoculate 2-liter baffled flasks containing 500 ml of terrific broth with 4% (v/v) glycerol and shaken at 37 °C. Upon reaching an A600nm of ~0.8, expression cultures were acclimated to 18 °C for 1.5 h before induction with isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside to a final concentration of 0.25 mM in the medium. In the instance of asbA, terror broth cultures were also supplemented upon isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside induction with citric acid and spermidine to a final concentration of 1 mM. Overexpression was allowed to continue at 18 °C for ~16 h before cells were pelleted and stored at −80 °C before lysis. All five overexpressed proteins for enzymatic analysis were purified using standard His6 Ni2+ affinity chromatography and are described in detail in supplemental Methods.

Gene Cloning, Expression, and Protein Purification for Crystallization—The asbB gene was cloned into the pMCSG7 vector with an N-terminal His6 tag (33) as well as the pMCSG28 vector with a C-terminal His6 tag (34) and overexpressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3)-Gold (Stratagene) harboring an extra plasmid encoding three rare tRNAs (AGG and AGA for Arg, ATA for Ile). To obtain protein from both constructs, recombinant E. coli cells were grown using selenomethionine-containing enriched M9 medium (pink medium) under conditions known to inhibit methionine biosynthesis (35, 36). Cell cultures were grown at 37 °C to an A600nm of ~0.95 then cooled down to 18 °C before adding selenomethionine and 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside to induce and maintained at 18 °C overnight. Protein was purified by two-step Ni2+ affinity chromatography following the standard protocol described previously (37) and in supplemental Methods.

The His6 tag was removed using recombinant tobacco etch virus protease in a 1:30 ratio by incubating at 4 °C for 6 h. The tobacco etch virus protease cleavage left six artificial residues (ENLYFQ) at the C terminus for the pMCSG28 construct protein; however, the His6 tag failed to be cleaved from the N terminus of the pMCSG7 construct protein. AsbB protein was then further purified by a 5-ml manually packed Ni2+-superflow affinity column (GE Healthcare). The protein eluted as a flow-through from the column in lysis buffer with 20 mM imidazole. Samples were dialyzed in crystallization buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, and concentrated to 60 mg/ml using an Amicon Ultra centrifugal filter device (Millipore). The protein was then further purified by size exclusion chromatography using a Superdex 200 16/60 HiLoad (GE Healthcare) column in the same crystallization buffer.

Protein Crystallization—Crystallization was set up for all AsbB proteins. They were screened for crystallization conditions using a Mosquito robot (TTP Labtech) on sitting drops in 96-well plates (Greiner) at 16 °C. Each 0.8-μl drop consisted of 0.4 μl of protein from the pMCSG7 or pMCSG28 vectors and 0.4 μl of each crystallization condition. A number of commercially available screens including Index (Hampton Research) and ANL-1 and ANL-2 (Qiagen) were used for crystallization. AsbB with an N-terminal His6 tag failed to yield a diffraction quality crystal. The best crystals of AsbB from the C-terminal construct appeared after 3 days from Index #61 containing 0.2 M L-proline, 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.5, and 10% polyethylene glycol 3350. Before data collection, crystals were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen in the presence of a number of different cryo-protectants. Chunky jewel shape crystals displaying 0.25 × 0.15 × 0.1-mm sides with the ethylene glycol cryoprotectant diffracted to about 2.3 Å and were used for data collection.

Data Collection, Structure Determination, Refinement, and Deposition—The single wavelength anomalous dispersion data near the selenium absorption edge at the peak wavelength 0.9793 Å up to 2.4 Å were collected from a single selenomethionine-labeled protein crystal at 100 K at the 19ID beam line of the Structural Biology Center at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. The crystal was exposed for 5 s per 1.0° rotation of ω circle with the crystal to detector distance of 340 mm. The data were recorded on a CCD detector Q315r from ADSC scanning a full 220° on ω using the SBC-Collect program for data collection and visualization of diffraction images. The space group was P212121 with cell dimensions of a = 64.26 Å, b = 155.92 Å, and c = 156.24 Å. All data were processed and scaled with HKL3000 (38) (Table 1).

The structure was determined by single wavelength anomalous dispersion phasing utilizing the anomalous signal from selenium atoms with AUTOSSHARP (SHARP 2.2.0 and Sushi 3.4.0) (39) using the peak data to 2.4 Å. ARP/wARP (40) was used to build an initial model that included 495 (of total 616 residues including the C-terminal artifact residues) and 470 residues for each of two protein chains. Significant manual model building and the subsequent refinement were performed iteratively by phenix.refine (41) and manual adjustment using Coot (42) until it converged to the R factor of 0.174 and the free R of 0.227 with root mean square bond distances of 0.012 Å and root mean square bond angles of 1.49°. The final model included residues 1–600 of chain A and 0–600 of chain B of AsbB, 1 ADP, 1 Mg2+, 2 chloride ions, 3 ethylene glycol molecules, and 324 ordered water molecules. Residues on the surface such as 138–143 of chain A and 139–144 of chain B are not ordered; neither are the C-terminal residues, 601–610 for both chain A and chain B, including those residues introduced during cloning (34). The stereochemistry of the structure was checked with PROCHECK (43) and the Ramachandran plot. Atomic coordinates and experimental structure factors of AsbB have been deposited in PDB under the code 3TO3.

Purification of N1-(3,4-DHB)-N8-citryl-spermidine (3)—All procedures were performed in plasticware thoroughly rinsed with double-deionized water (ddH2O) or glassware rinsed generously with 6 M HCl followed by ddH2O. Supernatants from previously described B. anthracis Sterne 34F2 ΔasbB cultures were stirred overnight with 37.5 g of Amberlite XAD-16 resin per liter of supernatant. Before mixing with culture supernatants, the resin was equilibrated for an hour in ddH2O and filtered through a milk filter that had also been rinsed with ddH2O. The batch binding slurry was poured though a glass
chromatography column. Retained resin was washed with 1 liter of ddH₂O that was collected followed by 500 ml of methanol (MeOH), which was also collected.

Liquids were evaporated to dryness and redissolved in 4 ml of ddH₂O before purification on a Beckman-Coulter System Gold HPLC, which was conducted as follows. Solvents contained a 0.1% (v/v) mixture of formic acid brought to pH 4 by the addition of triethylamine. Separation was conducted on a Waters X-Bridge C₁₈ (10 × 250 mm, 5 μm) column at a flow rate of 2.5 ml/min with an initial concentration of 5% MeOH in ddH₂O for 15 min followed by a linear gradient increase to 50% MeOH over the course of 25 min. 100% MeOH was used for an additional 12 min as a cleaning step. Peaks with UV absorption maxima matching that of 3,4-DHBA moieties (259 and 290 nm) were collected, and their identity was confirmed by mass spectrometry. Additional 12 min were used to evaporate and applied to a Phenomenex Luna C₁₈ (250 mm, 4 μm) semipreparative column eluted with solvents containing 0.05% (v/v) formic acid at a flow rate of 2.5 ml/min.

**In Vitro Reconstitution of Metabolite Biosynthesis**—Small-scale reactions were conducted in 1.7-ml microcentrifuge tubes. Reaction buffer contained 50 mM HEPES, pH 8, 15 mM MgCl₂, 0.5 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine, 10 mM ATP, 2 mM carboxylate substrate (citric acid or 3), 4 mM nucleophilic substrate (spermidine or analogs thereof), and 4 mM 3,4-DHBA where applicable. All enzymes were used at a concentration of 1 μM with the exception of AsbD, which was used at 5 μM. All reactions were conducted at 37 °C unless otherwise noted. Reactions were quenched in two ways. The first was by adding 0.5 ml of 5% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid (TCA) solution. Reactions were inverted to mix and centrifuged at 16,000 × g in a tabletop centrifuge for 20 min. Resultant supernatant was placed into a new tube containing an equal volume of 0.6 M sodium borate buffer, pH 8.0. The second way was by adding nine reaction volumes of HPLC grade MeOH spiked with 25 μM N-(3-aminobenzoyl)-L-β-alanine as an internal standard. Reactions were inverted to mix and centrifuged at 16,000 × g on a tabletop centrifuge for 20 min. The resultant supernatant was placed into a new tube and evaporated to dryness by vacuum centrifugation. Samples were redissolved in ddH₂O before analysis. Enzymatically derived petrobactin obtained using this method was purified by the same HPLC method applied to 3 (described in a previous section) and retained for further analysis.

**Fluorescamine Derivatization of Polar Compounds**—10 μl of TCA-quenched sample was mixed with 10 μl of 200 mM fluorescamine in LC-MS grade acetonitrile (MeCN). Reactions were vortexed, briefly centrifuged, and placed in the dark for 2 h. After incubation, reactions were centrifuged in 0.65-ml microcentrifuge tubes at 16,000 × g for 10 min. 15 μl of supernatant was then diluted 4-fold in 50:50 MeCN:H₂O for analysis by LC-MS.

**LC-MS Analysis**—2 μl of MeOH-quenched in vitro reaction samples were injected onto a Shimadzu 2010EV HPLC in line with an electrospray quadrupole mass spectrometer running the following chromatographic method: all solvents were LC-MS grade and contained 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. Separation was conducted on a Phenomenex Luna C₁₈ (250 × 4.6 mm, 5 μm) column at a flow rate of 0.125 ml/min with an initial concentration of 5% MeCN in ddH₂O for 8 min followed by a linear gradient of 5% to 95% MeCN over the course of 32 min. 95% MeCN was then applied for an additional 12 min. Spectra were scanned in both positive and negative mode over the range of 200–1000 m/z. Predetermined m/z values were also monitored in positive selective ion monitoring mode. Similar methods were used for TCA-quenched reactions and biological samples; however, 5 μl were injected, and the first 10 min of the HPLC protocol was diverted to waste to avoid introduction of salt to the mass spectrometer.

*Synthesis of Substrates*—5 and 1 were prepared as previously described (12, 17). Although 1 was synthesized similarly to previously reported methods, purification of the final product was performed by HPLC on a Beckman-Coulter System Gold in line with a Phenomenex Synergi Hydro-RP (10 × 250 mm, 4 μm) semipreparative column with a 100% aqueous mobile phase containing 0.05% (v/v) formic acid at a flow rate of 2.5 ml/min.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Summary of the AsbB crystallographic data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>P2₁,2₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit cell (Å)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>155.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>64.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>156.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength(Å)</td>
<td>0.9793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest resolution bin (Å)</td>
<td>2.44–2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observed reflections</td>
<td>62971 (3081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rmerge (%)</td>
<td>9.0 (63.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness (%)</td>
<td>99.8 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/sd</td>
<td>10.8 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phasing**

- Method: SAD
- Phasing resolution range (Å): 49.6–2.40
- Figure of merit/phasing power: 0.26/1.29

**Refinement**

- Resolution range (Å): 49.6–2.40
- Rcryst (%): 17.4
- Rfree (%): 22.7
- Number of protein residues: 1232
- Solvent molecules: 324
- Bond angles (degree): 0.012
- Dihedral angles (degree): 17.2
- B-factors (Å²): 59.8
- Protein main chain: 55.5
- Protein side chain: 62.2
- Others (water, ADP, Ethylene glycol): 59.6
- Wilson B-factor (Å²): 50.9
- Ramachandran Plot (%): 96.4
- Preferred: 96.4
- Generously allowed: 3.1
- Disallowed: 0.5

**PDB ID**: 3TO3

---

Defined in Coot.
Metabolite Analysis by Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS)—Enzymatically prepared products and culture-derived N1-(3,4-DHB)-N8-citryl-spermidine (3) were collected from HPLC purification and stored at −20 °C before analysis. Using an Agilent Technologies 6500 quadrupole time of flight (Q-TOF) mass spectrometer, 1–3 μl of sample was applied by direct infusion with a 10% MeCN, 0.1% (v/v) formic acid solvent mixture at a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min. Electrospray ionization was used, scanning in positive mode between 100 and 1000 m/z. Target ions matching the predicted m/z values for analytes were fragmented by collision-induced dissociation at 20 V. An alternative LC-MS/MS method is described in supplemental Fig. 5.

2-Amino-6-mercaptop-7-methylpurine Ribonucleoside (MESG) Continuous Pyrophosphatase Detection Assay—Reactions were a modification of a previously described protocol (44, 45). For kinetics reactions, standard conditions were: 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 15 mM MgCl₂, 0.5 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine, 6 mM ATP, 40 mM spermidine, 0.001 units/μl purine nucleoside phosphorylase, 0.0004 units/μl inorganic pyrophosphatase, 0.4 mM MESG (Berry and Associates, Dexter, MI), and 0.2 μM purified enzyme. Varying concentrations of carboxylate-containing substrate (citric acid or 3) were used to obtain enzymatic parameters. A standard curve was created under these reaction conditions, with the omission of enzyme and including varying concentrations of Na₂P₂O₅. Change in A₃60 nm in response to pyrophosphate (PPi) content remained linear up to 0.05 mM, and this relation could be described by the equation 0.394 × ΔA₃60 nm = mm PPi. The relative polyamine acceptance assay utilized similar reaction conditions however, 20 mM analogs of spermidine and 3 mM carboxylate-containing substrate were used.

Assays were conducted in 96- or 384-well plate format prepared in 80 or 40 μl volumes, respectively. A₃60 nm readings were gathered every 15 s over the course of 10 min using a Molecular Devices SpectraMax M2e plate reader. Kinetics reactions were conducted in triplicate. The initial linear rate under each condition was calculated using the slope function in Microsoft Excel. Subsequent analyses were performed by plotting initial rate versus substrate concentration in Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software) and using nonlinear regression to fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation. Experiments to determine substrate preference were conducted in duplicate; initial rates were zeroed to that of no-enzyme controls and normalized based on the assumption that spermidine acts as a nucleophile to confer 100% activity.

RESULTS

In Vitro Reconstitution of Petrobactin Biosynthesis—Previous studies on individual petrobactin biosynthetic enzymes have assigned a metabolic function to all products of the asb operon (Fig. 1B) (10–14, 17, 18, 23–25); however, whether these proteins are sufficient for petrobactin production in vitro has not been determined. asbA-asbE were individually amplified from B. anthracis Sterne strain 34F₂ genomic DNA by PCR and cloned into individual expression vectors. All five genes were overexpressed, and the resulting proteins were purified by metal affinity chromatography for use in enzymatic assays. Recombinant His₆-tagged AsbA, AsbB, AsbC, AsbD, and AsbE were incubated with ATP, MgCl₂, and the three metabolic precursors to petrobactin: spermidine, citric acid, and 3,4-DHBA. This reaction was quenched at varying time points and subjected to LC-MS analysis, which revealed an accumulating product with m/z matching petrobactin (expected m/z for [M+H]⁺: 360.40; observed: 360.35) (Fig. 2A). This compound was not detected in reactions lacking ATP or all five recombinant proteins (Fig. 2B). The enzymatically derived product was confirmed to be petrobactin through tandem mass spectrometry, yielding a fragmentation pattern and spectra (Fig. 2A) that is identical to that of a previously characterized authentic standard (22). Thus, the asb gene products are sufficient for producing petrobactin from 3,4-DHBA, spermidine, and citrate and furthermore act in trans when individually purified to reconstitute siderophore biosynthesis in vitro.

Isolation of Pathway Components in Petrobactin Biosynthesis—Additional pathway reconstitution experiments were motivated by previous characterization of B. anthracis mutant strains that demonstrated a detectable amount of petrobactin to be generated even in the absence of the asbA gene (11), the product of which has been shown to catalyze condensation of spermidine and citric acid (Fig. 1C) (12). In an effort to investigate this phenomenon in vitro, the biosynthetic reconstitution reaction was performed using AsbB, AsbC, AsbD, and AsbE. After incubation with the required substrates (spermidine, citrate, and ATP) and co-factor (Mg²⁺), a readily detectable, albeit small, amount of petrobactin was observed by LC-MS (Fig. 2B). In this instance, the remaining NIS synthetase AsbB is able to generate N8-citryl-spermidine (1), thus functioning as a partial substitute for AsbA.

Further analysis revealed that no other single-enzyme omisions yielded petrobactin. Therefore, AsbA does not play a compensatory role for the missing enzymatic activity of other asb gene products. Instead, removal of AsbB from the reaction conditions again resembles a phenotype of B. anthracis grown in iron-depleted medium (Fig. 2B), where the AssbB mutant accumulates the proposed intermediate N1-(3,4-dihydroxybenzoyl)-N8-citryl-spermidine (3) (11). Indeed accumulation of 3 occurs due to its confirmed role as a substrate for AsbB in vitro (17).

N8-Citryl-spermidine (1) and N8,N8-citryl-bis(spermidine) (2) are products of AsbA and AsbB, respectively, and likely intermediates in petrobactin biosynthesis (4, 12, 17). Because they are zwitterionic molecules that are difficult to separate from other salts for analysis by mass spectrometry, a rapid derivatization method was developed to label the primary amines of 1 and 2 with fluorescamine. With the addition of this label to compound 2 or compound 1, m/z values corresponding to the fluorescaminylated derivatives were observed by LC-MS (di-fluorescaminylated 2, [M+2H]²⁺: 502.55; fluorescaminylated 1, [M+H]⁺: 598.6) (supplemental Fig. 1). Similarly, direct addition of fluorescamine to the in vitro pathway reconstitution mixture (AsbB or AsbA and AsbB, with substrates and co-factors) enabled ready confirmation of the presence of the derivatized forms of enzymatically produced 1 and 2 by LC-MS (Fig. 2B, top two traces).
Crystal Structure of AsbB—To gain greater insight into the structural basis for petrobactin formation, the crystal structure of AsbB was solved at 2.40 Å resolution (Fig. 3A). The monomer of the AsbB structure is similar to that of AlcC, alcaligin biosynthesis protein (PDB IDs 2X0O, 2X0P, 2X0Q) from Bordetella bronchiseptica (46, 47) and that of AcsD (PDB IDs 2W02, 2W03, 2W04) from Pectobacterium chrysanthemi (48). AcsD was previously described as a type A NIS synthetase (47), which

FIGURE 1. Structure and biosynthesis of petrobactin, the virulence-associated siderophore of Bacillus anthracis. A, petrobactin is a symmetrical, mixed catechol-hydroxy-carboxylate siderophore comprised of a central citric acid moiety, two spermidine arms, and two 3,4-DHBA moieties. The unique 3,4-position of the hydroxyl groups in the catechol confers the stealth characteristics of petrobactin during host infection. B, the asbABCDEF gene cluster, shown with B. anthracis strain Ames labels, encodes the enzymatic machinery required for biosynthesis of petrobactin. Products include NIS synthetases (gray), a nonribosomal peptide synthetase-like aryl transferase system (white), and a 3-dehydroshikimate dehydratase/3,4-DHBA synthase (black). C, shown is the proposed pathway for petrobactin biosynthesis. Left panel, AsbF converts 3-dehydroshikimate to 3,4-DHBA, which is in turn adenylated by AsbC and loaded onto the phosphopantetheine thiol of the aryl-carrier protein AsbD. In vitro, AsbE transfers the 3,4-dihydroxybenzoyl group from AsbD to the primary amino groups of spermidine. Right panel, through regioselective condensation of spermidine with citric acid, AsbA and AsbB form intermediates that subsequently react with 3,4-dihydroxybenzoyl units. The flexibility of AsbB in vitro suggests multiple possible routes for the biosynthesis of petrobactin.
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catalyzes one of the initial steps in the biosynthesis of achromobactin, a siderophore implicated in phytopathogenicity of *P. chrysanthemi* (49, 50).

Two chains of the AsbB polypeptide occupy the asymmetric unit of the orthorhombic P2$_1$2$_1$2$_1$ crystal as a dimer (Fig. 3B). A monomer of the AsbB structure superposes with AcsD (PDB ID 2W02) (47) closely (root mean square deviation 2.52 Å, 448 α-carbon atoms over 597 AsbB residues), although there is only a 20% sequence identity (Fig. 4A and supplemental Fig. 2). Briefly, AsbB has three domains, the thumb domain, the palm domain, and the fingers domain (after the AcsD notation), arranged in a structure resembling a cupped hand. Although the overall fold is similar, as expected from the low sequence identity, the details of each domain are different from AcsD. All three domains together make up a round-bottom, cup-shaped active site and are described in detail in Fig. 3A. Additionally, in the pocket, partial electron density corresponding to an ADP molecule (although not fully ordered) is found in chain B (supplemental Fig. 3) that is consistent in conformation with the ATP molecule of the AlcC structure (PDB ID 2X0Q) (48).

The positioning of the homodimer interface between AsbB (or AlcC) and AcsD varies considerably (Fig. 4, A and B). However, as in the case with AcsD, a dimeric AsbB found in the crystal structure is corroborated by size exclusion chromatography and computational analysis, suggesting that the dimeric form exists *in vivo* as well. In the AsbB structure, helices of Tα1, Tα2, and Tα4 in the thumb domain from one chain and a curved helix spanning Fα3–Fα4 in the fingers domain from the other chain bundle up to form a symmetric half of the dimer interface with a number of hydrophobic or hydrophilic residues exchanging interactions. In the AlcC structure, all the same matching helices maintain interactions to form a similar dimer (Fig. 4B). However, in the AcsD structure, one of the key helices (Tα1) is missing. Instead, a loop (42–50, 52–61) containing a turn of α-helix from each chain is inserted between Tα1 and Tα2 and contributes to a major part of the interface to make up...
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The preferred activity of AsbB, a type C NIS synthetase, requires binding of the relatively complex substrates compound 1 or its dihydroxybenzoylated counterpart 3. With the location of the triphosphate established, citrate or the citrily moiety of compound 3 most likely positions near the top of the α-phosphate as shown in the co-complex structure of AcsD with ATP and N-citril-ethylendiamine from *P. chrysanthemi* (PDB ID 2X3J) (51). In this scenario the substrate, which is much bulkier in the case of AsbB, requires a larger space for the spermidinyl (in the case of 1) and/or 3,4-DHB-spermidinyl (in the case of 3) moiety to be stretched out within the active binding site. One possible model is depicted in Fig. 5, A and B. ATP is positioned as suggested by partial electron density of ADP and comparison to the ATP-AlcC co-crystal structure. By adopting orientation and approximate location of the citrily moiety of the AcsD product N-citril-ethylendiamine in the co-complex structure (PDB ID 2X3J) (48), the dihydroxybenzoyl-spermidinyl “tail” of 3 can be stretched out to the direction of the AsbB palm domain, following the groove formed between the β loop of Pβ4, Pα8, and Pβ5, and the long α-helix Pa3. Along the way, a number of protein residues can interact with the substrate; for example, acidic residues Glu-503 and Glu-567 are close to N1 and N4, respectively, of the spermidinyl portion of 3, whereas Arg-497 is near the dihydroxybenzoyl moiety distal to the adenylation active site.

The nucleophilic substrate spermidine is incorporated as a final step, approaching the other side of the citrily moiety of 1 or 3 (near the α-phosphate of ATP where adenylation is likely to occur), and may extend out in the space between the fingers domain and palm domain, contacting Tyr-313 along the way. Acidic residues Glu-459 and/or Glu-434 are in position to recruit and stabilize spermidine during the reaction (Fig. 5B). Indeed, the structure reveals sufficient space to accommodate both substrates, a spermidine and an N8-citril-spermidine (1) or N1-(3,4-DHB)-N8-citril-spermidine (3) along with a co-substrate (ATP), without a major change in the main chain conformation of the binding pocket or the additional pocket formed between the two monomers in the AsbB dimer.

**Enzymatic Characterization of NIS Synthetases AsbA and AsbB**—The crystal structure of AsbB prompted us to further explore aspects of its enzymatic activity and that of its partner NIS synthetase AsbA. Previous work has shown these enzymes catalyze formation of the two amide bonds to the central citrate moiety of petrobactin (Fig. 1) (11, 12, 17). AsbA regioselectively catalyzes amide bond formation between citric acid and spermidine (12, 18). In the case of AsbB, a preference for 1 (the product of AsbA) and spermidine, respectively, fill this role (17). This was demonstrated previously by comparing relative reaction rates using different substrate sets and also revealed that AsbB readily accepts the 3,4-dihydroxybenzoylated form of 1 (compound 3), which had been previously proposed as a substrate (Fig. 1C) (11, 17).

Although relative rates of AsbA and AsbB have been demonstrated under different reaction conditions, kinetic parameters for these enzymes have not been determined. To accomplish this, ATP turnover from synthetase activity was monitored using an enzyme-coupled assay involving conversion of the reporter molecule MESG to its purine base (44, 45). This assay

---

**FIGURE 4. Comparison of AsbB to other NIS synthetases.** Calculations regarding structural similarity were made using PDBeFold (69). A, superposition of AsbB (green) and the type A NIS synthetase AcsD (orange) demonstrates similar monomeric structures with different dimers. Between the two proteins, the sequence identity is 20.5%, and the mean square deviation on α-carbon atom positions is 2.52 Å with 448 amino acids compared. B, superposition of AsbB (green) and the type C NIS synthetase AlcC (blue) indicates the same fold with similar dimers. For these two proteins, the sequence identity is 24.6%, and the root mean square deviation on α-carbon atom positions is 1.79 Å with 516 amino acids compared. C, ligand binding pockets (red) of AsbB and AcsD are shown. The cleft sizes of AsbB and AcsD are 8614 and 3593 Å³, respectively, as calculated by ProFunc (52, 70) and plotted by Jmol (19).

Although AcsD is a type A NIS synthetase and employs citric acid as the substrate for adenylation, AsbB (and AlcC) is a type C NIS synthetase. The fact that AsbB must adenylate a substrate that is more complex than citrate is reflected in the structural differences between these two highly related proteins. AsbB has a significantly larger binding pocket with about 8500 Å³ encompassing 18.3 Å at its widest part compared with AcsD that bears a 13.9 Å binding pocket measured between identical amino acid residues with the cleft volume of ~3500 Å³ (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, a solvent-exposed channel visibly connects the active site/binding pocket of one AsbB monomer to the corresponding pocket in the other monomer (Fig. 3B).

**AsbB Substrate Binding Site**—Our efforts to co-crystallize AsbB with citrily substrate, spermidine, ATP, and/or ADP were not successful. However, it is reasonable to suggest that these ligands assume positions in the binding pocket similar to those of AcsD or AlcC considering the presence of several highly conserved residues, including nearly all residues implicated in catalytic activity of NIS synthetases (48, 49) (supplemental Fig. 2). Like most other enzymes, the majority of the conserved residues within AsbB reside in the loops; in fact, the binding pocket is made of a number of loops likely arranged to provide flexibility as well as specificity in ligand binding. In this scenario, the substrate conformation is somewhat different from that of AcsD. The number of basic residues in AsbB (i.e. Arg-308, Arg-282, Lys-296) clustered in the loops of residues 296–308 and 280–284, provide a stable binding site for ATP/ADP at the bottom of the pocket as in the cases for AcsD and AlcC (48, 49) (Fig. 5, A and B, and supplemental Fig. 3).
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was used to empirically establish saturating levels of spermidine, ATP, and Mg\(^{2+}\) for AsbA to determine reaction rates dependent exclusively on citric acid.

Enzymatic parameters were approximated for AsbA by observing initial reaction rates under varying concentrations of citric acid. Initial experiments suggested that high levels of the substrate inhibited AsbA. Citric acid sequesters divalent cations (including Mg\(^{2+}\)) at high concentrations, however, and titration of additional MgCl\(_2\) to 0.8 stoichiometric equivalents of citrate restored AsbA activity. The resultant enzymatic activity curve (supplemental Fig. 4) was sufficient to extrapolate an apparent \(k_{cat}/K_m\) of 8.90 \(\times\) 10\(^{-6}\) s\(^{-1}\), a \(K_m\) of 5.65 \(\times\) 10\(^{-3}\) \(\mu\)M, and an apparent \(k_{cat}/K_m\) of 1.58 \(\times\) 10\(^{2}\) M\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\) for purified AsbA-His\(_6\).

Because AsbA and AsbB exhibit such high sequence similarity, particularly between residues in the active sites (supplemental Fig. 2), and near-identical enzymatic activity (Fig. 1C), optimal spermidine, ATP, and Mg\(^{2+}\) concentration was predicted to be similar between the two enzymes. However, substrate-dependent supplementation of additional Mg\(^{2+}\) was not required, suggesting the citryl moieties of 1 and 3 do not sequester divalent cations as effectively as citric acid alone. We sought to determine kinetic parameters for AsbB-dependent on the citryl substrate 3 (supplemental Fig. 4), but UV interference associated with this substrate prevented observation of the reaction at starting concentrations higher than 12 mM. Thus, enzymatic parameters were extrapolated from initial rates occurring between 0–12 mM 3, which suggested a \(V_{max}/K_m\) = 2.40 \(\times\) 10\(^{2}\) M\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\).

Probing Acceptance of Unnatural Nucleophiles for Condensation by AsbA and AsbB—Previous mass spectrometric studies have demonstrated the capacity of AsbA to incorporate a variety of polyamines analogous to spermidine (18). Such innate substrate flexibility motivated us to investigate the ability of AsbB to incorporate unnatural ligands as well. Using the MESG assay described above, both AsbA and AsbB enzymes were incubated individually with ATP, MgCl\(_2\), and citric acid or 3 to compare activity with various nucleophiles related to the preferred substrate spermidine (Fig. 6A). Generally, for both AsbA and AsbB, spermidine remained the preferred nucleophile of the compounds tested. The one apparent exception was the relatively high activity of AsbA with norspermidine, which has one less carbon atom and thus bears symmetrical arms. Reaction rate comparison revealed a generally higher promiscuity of AsbB with unnatural substrates. Despite this, the general trend in substrate preference remained consistent between the two NIS synthetases.

Structural Basis for Polyamine Selectivity in AsbB—In addition to showing a similar profile for distinguishing polyamine nucleophiles as substrates, both AsbA and AsbB regiospecifically incorporate spermidine at the N8 terminus in the biosynthesis of a symmetrical petrobactin molecule (12, 17, 18). To elucidate the basis for this selectivity, a model of the AsbB-substrate complex (Fig. 5B) was used to guide site-directed mutagenesis of residues hypothesized to confer an orientation-specific spermidine binding pocket in both AsbA and AsbB. Among these residues, Lys-311 and Glu-459 of AsbB align, respectively, with Lys-315 and Gln-468 of AsbA. This predic-
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Figure 6. AsbA and AsbB display varying selectivity for nucleophilic substrates. A MESG-coupled pyrophosphate detection assay compared relative rate of incorporation of linear nucleophiles by AsbA and AsbB. Data are normalized to the preferred substrate spermidine. A, AsbB is more promiscuous than relative to spermidine with the AsbB K311A mutant than octane and cadaverine, provided a slightly higher ATP turnover relative to spermidine, L-DAO, and hydrolamine. Meanwhile, this conformation facilitates electrostatic interaction between the secondary amine of the substrate and the backbone carbonyl of Glu-459. It is possible that partial loss of this interaction would generate more favorable conditions for binding of substrates lacking a secondary amine.

In addition to the backbone oxygen of Glu-459, importance of this residue side chain in nucleophile selectivity was probed. Substituting this position with alanine demonstrated increased relative acceptance of spermine, norspermidine, and 1-aminoethyl-1,3-propanediamine. Conversely, a less drastically altered E459D mutant displayed selectivity closer to that of wild type. Considering the substrate conformation model presented (Fig. 6B), the side chain of Glu-459 is roughly the same length of the 4-carbon terminus of spermidine and is poised to be positioned parallel to the substrate, extending the N8 primary amine to the active site for condensation with adenylated 1 or 3 (Fig. 5B).

Multiple Petrobactin Biosynthesis Intermediates as Substrates for AsbCDE—Spermidine is a nucleophilic substrate of the AsbC-AsbD-AsbE aryl transferase machinery, forming the 3,4-dihydroxybenzoylated product N1-(3,4-dihydroxybenzoyl)-spermidine (compound 4, Fig. 1C) and its regioisomer N8-(3,4-dihydroxybenzoyl)-spermidine (compound 4') (11, 13) (Fig. 7, bottom trace). However, a moiety resembling 4' is not observed within the petrobactin structure (21, 22), and more recent relative rate studies demonstrate 4 serves as a relatively poor substrate for AsbA or AsbB (12, 17, 18). Indeed, LC-MS analysis of petrobactin generated by in vitro pathway reconstitution supports this finding, revealing two peaks with m/z [M+H]⁺ = 282.36 corresponding to accumulation of unincorporated 4 and 4'. Given an abundance of 3,4-DHBA, this reaction will also yield a product with an m/z and a fragmentation pattern corresponding to N1,N8-di-(3,4-dihydroxybenzoyl)-spermidine (compound 6, supplemental Fig. 5).

Based on the finding that AsbA and AsbB are both capable of forming products with spermidine (12, 17, 18), we were motivated to investigate how these products could be utilized in subsequent biosynthetic steps. Therefore, we considered a more recent hypothesis that, like spermidine, the spermidinylation intermediates 1 and 2 serve as substrates for AsbE in later stages of biosynthesis (24). In both molecules, protection of the 4-carbon N terminus of spermidine (N8) through amide bond formation with the central citric acid moiety assures that only the primary N1 amine is available for AsbE-catalyzed condensation with 3,4-DHBA (Fig. 1C).

To test this hypothesis directly, 1, 2, and 5 were incubated with 3,4-DHBA, ATP, MgCl₂, and recombinant His₆-AsbC, His₆-AsbD, and His₆-AsbE. Products with m/z matching those predicted for 3,4-dihydroxybenzoylation of the substrates were observed by LC-MS (Fig. 7); compound 1, formed by AsbA, was...
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FIGURE 7. 3,4-Dihydroxybenzoylation by the aryl transferase components encoded by asbCDE. Multiple proposed intermediates of petrobactin biosynthesis contain primary amines and serve as substrates for AsbE. In vitro reactions of individually purified His6-AsbC, His6-AsbD, and His6-AsbE with ATP and 3,4-DHBA were extracted using methanol and analyzed by LC-MS. HPLC chromatograms show selected ion monitoring of predicted m/z of products. Dashed traces indicate no-enzyme controls.
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converted to 3. As shown previously, 3 has been isolated from iron-depleted cultures of a B. anthracis AsbB mutant (11). The products of AsbB, 2 and 5, functioned as substrates for AsbE as well, participating in amide bond formation with 3,4-DHBA to form petrobactin (Fig. 7). In the case of 2, petrobactin formation likely occurs in two cycles, the first creating 5, which does not appear to accumulate but instead may be rapidly converted by a second cycle to form petrobactin as the final product. As expected, none of these compounds was observed when AsbC, AsbD, and AsbE were omitted from the reaction mixture.

DISCUSSION

All products of the asb operon implicated in assembly of petrobactin from spermidine, citric acid, and 3,4-DHBA have been heterologously expressed, purified, and reconstituted to generate a fully functional petrobactin biosynthetic pathway (Fig. 2A). The absence of AsbA from this reaction resulted in low, but detectable levels of petrobactin formation, suggesting that the similar sequence and enzymatic activity of the partner NIS synthetase AsbB can rescue its function to a modest extent (Fig. 2B). The enantioselective abilities of NIS synthetases have been highlighted previously (17, 18, 47); however, AsbB may tolerate both configurations of the chiral citryl moiety of 1 depending on whether this compound exists as a product of AsbA-like activity or as a substrate for condensation to a second spermidine.

The enzymatic activity of AsbA and AsbB during petrobactin assembly was confirmed by LC-MS analysis facilitated by fluorescamine derivatization of siderophore zwitterionic intermediates. Indeed, intermediates of other NIS pathways, including those for rhizoferrin (55), staphyloferrin B (56), and achromobactin (23), have similar charge issues that could be resolved by an analogous derivatization protocol.

By solving the crystal structure of AsbB, we disclose the second structural model of a type C NIS synthetase and the first to be characterized through concurrent biochemical analysis. Highlighted are residues conserved among other type C enzymes as well as the closely related AsbA. These structural similarities solidify a proposed adenylation mechanism in which attack of the terminal carboxylate within the citryl moiety of one substrate by the α-phosphate of ATP is made energetically favorable by the basic conditions established by surrounding histidines and an arginine (47) (Fig. 5, A and B, and supplemental Fig. 2). The abundance of conserved polar and charged residues indicates that proper coordination of the substrates is crucial for this first step of the reaction.

Comparison of AsbB to the structures of AlcC (a type C NIS synthetase) and AcsD (a type A NIS synthetase) (Fig. 4) highlights differences in substrate binding pocket size and exposure to solvent, which may determine interactions with relatively bulky pathway intermediates as opposed to primary metabolites. In particular, this includes the predominantly acidic face that may tightly accommodate the spermidinyl moiety of 1 or 3 (Fig. 5, A and B). Considering the structural similarity of the two substrates of AsbB (1 or 3 and spermidine), it is also possible that they exchange locations and retain the capacity to form an amide bond. This would require deviation from the citrate conformation of previous NIS synthetase-substrate co-crystal structures but is conceivable considering charge distribution in the AsbB pocket is subtly distinct from that of AcsD, in particular, where a citrate molecule can bind.

High nucleotide sequence identity between asbA and asbB (46.7%, compared with the 38.4–41.0% observed between asbA and type A NIS synthetases of other species) (57) likely results from duplication of an asbA-like predecessor gene during evolution of the petrobactin biosynthetic pathway. In support of this, relative catalytic activity values for AsbA and AsbB are now shown to be similar, lying within the same order of magnitude, an observation that is explained by the highly similar primary
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sequence, substrate structure, and functional activity shared by the two enzymes.

Comparing the relative rates of polyamine incorporation by AsbA and AsbB displayed a similar substrate preference between the two enzymes. Generally, the results demonstrate that both chain length and general charge are influential factors in nucleophile recruitment to the active site (Fig. 6A). Comparative analysis of the crystal structures for AsbB, AcsD, and AlcC suggests the region likely interacting with nucleophilic substrates extends on the surface of the large solvent-exposed binding cleft from the adenylation active site "upward" toward the solvent, loosely parallel to how 1 or 3 is thought to be binding (Fig. 5, A and B). Thus, the multiple charged residues along this surface can be envisioned to interact with the amines of spermidine and analogous linear compounds.

Of the residues suggested in binding and selection of nucleophiles in AsbB, Glu-434 and Glu-459 align closely with Glu-442 and Glu-466 (respectively) of the type A NIS synthetase AcsD (supplemental Fig. 2). Docking experiments in the AcsD active site implicate the utility of Glu442 in stabilizing the nucleophile L-serine, whereas Glu-466 resides between the nucleophilic alcohol of this substrate and the β/γ-phosphate of ATP (47). Indeed, conservation of charged residues at these positions is observed between AsbA, AsbB, AcsD, and AlcC, suggesting their importance in coordination of a nucleophilic substrate. Surface-exposed AsbB residues Lys-311 and Glu-459 reside in this patch (Fig. 5B) and also align with similar residues of AsbA (supplemental Fig. 2). Taking this into account, relative increase in substrate promiscuity with AsbB K311A, K311M, and E459A mutants (Fig. 6B) indicated that these residues, in coordination with Tyr-313 interacting with the distal amine of spermidine, might generate a conformation conducive to spermidine recruitment (Fig. 5B).

Activity studies with single amino acid substitutions can partially explain the shared regioselective preference of AsbA and AsbB for spermidine as a nucleophile; however, factors that cannot be extrapolated from primary sequence undoubtedly play a role, including conserved overall fold and charge distribution within the "fingers" domain. Direct confirmation of whether a loss of substrate specificity is coincident with a loss of regioselectivity will require further investigation and remains an important factor in the pursuit of chemoenzymatic creation of novel compounds using reconstituted biosynthetic systems.

Work highlighting the incorporation of spermidine by AsbA and AsbB has enabled development of a logical pathway proposal in which 3,4-DHBA is incorporated during late stages of petrobactin biosynthesis exclusively at the N1 terminus of spermidine moieties (Fig. 1C) (4, 12, 17, 24). In vitro results now support this pathway, demonstrating reactivity of AsbE with exposed amino groups of proposed intermediates (Fig. 7). 4 and 4’, the previously described products of AsbEaryl transferase activity, and the newly observed but related 6 accumulate during in vitro reconstitution of petrobactin biosynthesis (supplemental Fig. 5), suggesting they are side products that are not efficiently incorporated into the siderophore. Although 6 may be an artifact of the promiscuity AsbE displays in vitro, bis-(dihydroxybenzoyl)-spermidines have been isolated from natural sources including spider venom (58) and from bacterial cultures (59), and a synthetic compound matching the structure of 6 has shown potential as an antimalarial agent (60). Indeed, applications have only been superficially explored for the specific activity combined with substrate flexibility of transferases such as AsbE and siderophore synthetases like AsbB; thus their potential for expanding chemical diversity warrants additional efforts.

The asb operon encodes six separate peptides, the products of which clearly can operate in trans to form petrobactin. However, interactions between different petrobactin biosynthesis proteins within the cell may specify an exact order of steps in a pathway that appears to include accumulation of unincorporated side products (e.g. 4’) and multiple convergent routes in vitro (Fig. 1C) (4, 17, 25, 26). Indeed, recent pulldown experiments show specific interaction of the His6-tagged carrier protein AsbD with untagged AsbC and AsbE after co-expression of asbCDE in E. coli.5 Understanding how protein-protein interactions between products of asbABCDEF confer substrate specificity and reaction efficiency are key future objectives of our group.

The severe virulence of B. anthracis combined with its ability to form spores highly resistant to environmental stresses has made it a persisting global health concern and viable security threat (61, 62). Current methods for preventing or treating anthrax infection remain limited (63, 64). Because abrogation of petrobactin production or uptake has been shown to severely attenuate B. anthracis virulence (6, 10, 15), enzymes in the biosynthetic pathway remain attractive targets for identification of new antimicrobials. Gaining deeper insights into the details of NIS-associated enzyme function might provide access to mechanism-based inhibitors, as have been demonstrated for nonribosomal peptide synthetase-derived siderophore adenylation domains (13, 65, 66). Moreover, development of the chemoenzymatic approach described in this work toward creating new siderophore analogs could be applied to generate a class of “Trojan horse” antibiotics, bearing improved target effects and IC50 values compared with conventional chemotherapeutics (67, 68). These practical considerations further highlight the importance of expanding our understanding of iron acquisition mechanisms employed by a vast array of pathogenic microbes.
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